
Chapter 21

Early Modernism



Key Terms

• Impressionism 
• Parallel chords 
• Ballet 
• Neoclassicism 
• Expressionism 
• Sprechstimme 
• Serialism 
• Twelve-tone row (series)



First Phase of Modernism 
(1890–1914)

• Mostly in Paris and Vienna 
• Leading figures: Debussy, 

Stravinsky, Schoenberg 
• Radical change and development 

–Revolution in tonality 
–Rethinking of melody and harmony



Paris and Vienna  
as Musical Centers



Claude Debussy 
(1862–1918)



Claude Debussy 
(1862–1918)

• The leading impressionist composer 
• Trained at Paris Conservatory 

– Influences: kuchka, gamelan, Wagner 
• Style crystallized in his early thirties 

– Influence of impressionism and symbolism 
– Innovations in orchestration, piano writing 

• Brief career as music critic 
• Wrote orchestral works, piano music, 

songs, chamber music, an opera



Debussy’s  
Impressionist Style

• Reminiscent of Romanticism 
– Explorations in sensuous tone color 
– Development of new, rich harmonies 
– Search for new forms of expression 

• Rebels against Romanticism 
– Subtle, mysterious shades of sound 
– Fragmentary melodies, vague scales 
– Ambiguous harmonies, clouded tonality



Debussy, Three Nocturnes

• Impressionistic symphonic poems 
–Reference Whistler paintings 

• Three character pieces for orchestra 
–Clouds: pure nature piece 
–Festivals: mysterious nighttime fairs 
–Sirens: wordless women’s chorus 

evokes legendary (deadly) mermaids



Three Nocturnes, Clouds

• Very loose ternary form: A B A′ 
• A: Motives and melodic fragments only 

– “Cloud theme” built on oscillating chords 
– Octatonic English horn motive 
– Focus on shifting textures, tone colors



Three Nocturnes, Clouds

• B: More melodic and complete 
– Pentatonic tune repeats three times 

• A′: even more fragmentary than A 
– No literal return, only a vague recollection



Debussy as a Modernist

• Breaks down traditional approaches to 
melody and harmony 
– Few tunes; mostly motives, fragments 
– Use of exotic scales 
– Pedal tones and ostinatos anchor tonality 
– Frequent use of parallelism, rich chords 

• Static, fragmentary quality emphasizes 
tone colors



Debussy as a Modernist



Symbolists

• Consciously unrealistic 
• Wanted language to be free from 

exact definitions, traditional 
sentence structure 

• Admired Wagner’s music dramas 
• Debussy—valued suggestion over 

outright statement



Igor Stravinsky (1882–1971)



Igor Stravinsky (1882–1971)

• Mentored by Rimsky-Korsakov  
• First success with Ballets Russes 
• Leading Neoclassical composer after 

1920 
– Symphony of Psalms, Rake’s Progress 

• Moved to L.A. in the 1930s 
• Turned to twelve-tone works late in life



Stravinsky’s Early Ballets

• Written for Ballets Russes in Paris 
• Show steady progression from 

nationalism to avant-garde 
– More and more abstract use of folk tunes 
– The Firebird: a romantic fairy tale; beautiful 

folk music 
– Petrushka: folk music with a satirical edge 
– The Rite of Spring: folk tunes broken down 

to fragmentary motives



Stravinsky,  
The Rite of Spring

• Deliberately barbaric style 
– Crude use of folk-tune fragments 
– “Unemotional,” dissonant music 
– Remarkable tone colors, huge orchestra 

• Visceral, unpredictable rhythms 
• First performance caused a riot 

– Provocative, nonballetic choreography 
– Violent, brutal, dissonant sounds



The Rite of Spring 
Introduction

• “Fanfare” for bassoon 
– In very high range (new tone colors) 

• Many short melodic fragments 
– Frequently repeated; never the same 
– Piled up to dissonant climax 

• Bassoon fanfare returns



The Rite of Spring 
Dance of the Adolescents

• Dancers enter with accented chords 
– 32 repetitions of dissonant chord 
– Heavy, irregular accents 

• Chords alternate with four-note ostinato



The Rite of Spring 
Dance of the Adolescents

• Folk-song motives laid over rhythm 
• An irregular ostinato 
• Motives repeat, new ones pile up



The Rite of Spring 
The Game of Abduction

• Brutal, violent rhythms 
• Frequently changing meter 
• Loud—heavy brass, sliding horns, 

frantic timpani 
• Scurrying figures alternate with 

heavy, booming ones



The Rite of Spring 
Round Dances of Spring

• Relentless buildup to overpowering 
climax 

• Trombone glissandos with gong, 
cymbals, and bass drum 

• Sudden fast coda with violent 
interjections 

• Brief return of p bassoon fanfare



Stravinsky as a Modernist

• New language: irregular rhythms and meter, 
complex textures 

• Strong reaction against Romanticism 
– Barbaric music, no Romantic emotionalism 
– Melody reduced to motives, fragments 
– Frequent dissonance as motives pile up 
– Tonality anchored by ostinato and pedal tones 

• Extraordinary ear for new tone colors



Stravinsky as a Modernist



Expressionism

• A music of increasing emotionality 
• Exploited extreme psychological states 

– Hysteria, nightmare, insanity 
– Reflected fascination with Freud’s work 

• Paralleled similar movement in art 
– Subjective expression of inner turmoil 
– Distorted, exaggerated melody and harmony 
– Fascination with tone color and color theory



Arnold Schoenberg  
(1874–1951)



Expressionists and Fauves



Expressionists and Fauves



Expressionists and Fauves



Expressionists and Fauves



Expressionists and Fauves



Expressionists and Fauves



Expressionists and Fauves



Arnold Schoenberg  
(1874–1951)

• The leading expressionist composer 
• Largely self-taught in music 
• Gifted expressionist painter 
• Began writing atonal works in 1907 
• Developed twelve-tone system in 

early 1920s 
• Taught at UCLA at end of his life



Schoenberg, Pierrot lunaire

• Highly influential song cycle 
• Based on 21 poems by a symbolist poet 

– Pierrot is the eternal sad clown 
– Lunaire refers to the moon and lunacy 

• Written in expressionist idiom 
– Kaleidoscopic scoring: each song uses different 

combination of instruments 
– Texts magnified and distorted by use of 

Sprechstimme



Sprechstimme

• Technique invented by Schoenberg 
• “Speech-song,” in between song 

and speech 
• Approximate pitches are notated 
• Singer speaks in exaggerated, 

quasi-melodic style



Pierrot lunaire, No. 8: “Night”

• For voice, piano, bass clarinet, cello 
• Evokes nightmarish quality 
• A passacaglia 

– Recurring three-note ostinato 
– Overlapping versions, freely transposed 
– Dense polyphonic texture 
– Soprano sings the motive at verschwiegen



Pierrot lunaire, No 18:  
“The Moonfleck”

• For voice, piano, piccolo, clarinet, violin, 
cello 

• Piano introduction 
– Dense, dissonant, alarmingly intense 

• Depicts Pierrot’s obsession 
– High-pitched, quicksilver motives 
– Fugues and canons 
– Fantastic web of atonal sounds



Pierrot lunaire, No 18:  
“The Moonfleck”



Schoenberg and Serialism

• Schoenberg a pioneer in atonal music 
– Saw the danger of chaos in atonality 

• Developed the twelve-tone system 
– “Method of composing with the 12 tones 

solely in relation to one another” 
– Became known as serialism 
– Ensures atonality while imposing order and 

coherence



The Twelve-Tone System

• Composer creates a twelve-tone row (series) 
– Puts notes of chromatic scale in a fixed order 

• Notes must be used in the order prescribed 
by the row 
– In any octave or rhythm 

• All notes must be used before starting over 
– No repetitions or backtracking



Row Transformations

• Other versions of the series may be used 
– Severe limits balanced by variety of options 

• Transposed 
– Same note order starting on different pitch 

• Inverted 
– With intervals turned upside down 

• Retrograde 
– Played backward



Serialism and Unity

• A row gives a piece its own sound 
world 
– Interval sequence determines 

melodies and harmonies 
• Each different row creates a 

different sound world 
• Realizes Romantic ideal of unity



Serialism and Unity



“The Second  
Viennese School”

• Schoenberg, Webern, and Berg 
–Webern and Berg studied with 

Schoenberg in Vienna before WWI 
–Both adopted serialism 

• Different musical personalities 
• Serialism accentuated their unique 

qualities



Anton Webern (1883–1945)



Anton Webern (1883–1945)

• Against Romantic grandiosity; forward-
thinking 

• Turned to abstraction, quiet 
• Extremely brief compositions 
• Killed in error by American soldier 
• Inspired many composers after WWII 

– Links two phases of modernism



Alban Berg (1885–1935)



Alban Berg (1885–1935)

• More open to Romantic tradition; looking 
back 

• Immediate success with Wozzeck 
• Both Lulu and Wozzeck banned by the 

Nazis  
• Referred to his secret love in musical 

code in some compositions 
• Died of an infected insect bite



Berg, Wozzeck

• 1923 opera based on 1837 play by 
Georg Büchner 

• Conceptually a Wagnerian work 
– Relies on orchestra for continuity 
– Uses leitmotivs, no arias 

• Influenced by earlier expressionism 
– Borrows Sprechstimme technique 

• Each scenes uses a different form



Wozzeck: The Story

• Wozzeck is a poor, downtrodden soldier 
– Troubled by visions, tormented by his 

captain 
– Human guinea pig in doctor’s experiments 
– Beaten up by drum major having an affair 

with his lover, Marie 
• Finally pushed over the edge 

– Murders Marie, goes mad, drowns himself 
– Their young child orphaned



Wozzeck, Act III, scene iii

• Invention on a rhythm 
– “Master rhythm” used throughout in 

many different tempos 
• Two opening chord crescendos 

– Immediately after the murder 
–Timpani begins master rhythm just 

after the first chord



Wozzeck, Act III, scene iii

• Wozzeck enters tavern after killing Marie 
• Ragtime piano intro and Margret’s song 

make use of master rhythm



Wozzeck, Act III, scene iii

• Margret sees blood on Wozzeck’s hand 
• Crescendo of accusations chases him



Wozzeck



Wozzeck, Act III, scene iv

• Invention on a chord of six notes 
– B-flat, D-flat, E-flat, E, F, G-sharp 

• Wozzeck returns to murder scene 
– Orchestra creates eerie night sounds 

• Drowns while trying to hide the knife in 
the pond 
– Vivid orchestral gurgles 

• Doctor and Captain happen by . . . but do 
nothing



Wozzeck, Act III, scene iv



Wozzeck, Act III,  
Orchestral Interlude

• Invention on a tonality 
• Loosely based on a D-minor tonality 

– In idiom influenced by Mahler 
–D minor often used for tragic subjects 

• A lament for Wozzeck, Marie, and 
humanity at large





Modernism in America

• No rich American classical tradition 
in early 20th century 
–Very conservative 
–Unlike Europe, few echoes of 

modernism 
• Charles Ives emerged as a true 

American original



Charles Ives (1874–1954)



Charles Ives (1874–1954)

• Son of an unconventional music teacher 
• Church organist in his teens 
• Studied with traditionalist Horatio Parker 
• Became an insurance agent 
• Prolific composer in his spare time 
• Gave up music in 1920s 
• Works not widely performed until 1950s



Ives’s Work

• Our first important nationalist composer 
– Many works on American subjects 
– Frequently quotes American folk songs and 

popular music 
• A major modernist composer 

– Many radical ideas and musical experiments 
– Anticipated many avant-garde innovations



Ives’s Style

• Vision of vigorous, masculine, 
enthusiastic, experimental music 

• Many fascinating techniques 
– Quarter-tone scale: Three Quarter-Tone 

Pieces 
– Tone clusters: Concord Sonata 
– Collages combining different meters and 

tonalities: “Putnam’s Camp” 
• Extraordinary range



Ives, Second Orchestral Set

• A set of three orchestral program works 
– I: “An Elegy to Our Forefathers” 
– II: “The Rockstrewn Hills Join in the People’s 

Outdoor Meeting” 
– III: “From Hanover Square North, at the End 

of a Tragic Day, the Voice of the People 
Again Arose” 

• Ives’s own genre: symphony-like, very 
informal, programmatic



II: “The Rockstrewn Hills”

• Re-creates hubbub of outdoor 
meeting 

• Extremely eclectic 
• Title points to nature’s intrusion 
• Transcendental themes



II: “The Rockstrewn Hills”

• Mixes bits of ragtime, revival hymns, marches 

• Collage—sound bites in different scales, keys, 
and rhythms pile up 

• Typical reflective, mystic ending



Ives, 
“The Unanswered Question”

• Requires two conductors 
• Three simultaneous, independent levels 

– Soft, serene strings: “Silences of the Druids” 
– Angular solo trumpet: “The Unanswered 

Question of Existence” 
– Dissonant woodwinds: “The Fighting Answerers” 

• What is Ives trying to say in this work?



II: “The Rockstrewn Hills”


